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STUDY QUESTIONS

A Survey of Bible Doctrine. Chicago: Moody Press,

These study questions are meant to help you read with comprehension.
Doubtless, many of you do not need them; and doubtless, many of you do! If you
gain information that is not on these study questions it is to your advantage.
But please take advantage, at least, of these questions. The numbers at the end
of the questions represent the pages where the ansv/ers may be found. If you wish
to copy an answer f rom the text you may, but you will learn better by stating
things in your own words. Keep your answers short and simple. Keep in mind that
you are required to read the book with reasonable comprehension—not just ansvjer
these questions.

YOU ARE TO ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS BY YOURSELF—WITHOUT ANYONE ELSE'S HELP.
I will ask you if that has been the case at the time that the reading and study
questions are due. ' At that time you will be asked to turn in a card stating that
you have read the book with comprehension (reasonable) and I will give a short
quiz which v;ill consist of five selected study questions. You may use your study
question answers (already done) to answer the questions,
reading and the questions there should be no problemi

Dr. Ryrie writes simply and succinctly,
a valuable overview of theology,
whet your appetite for morej

Reading

So, if you have done the

lis book will give you
It will make things clearer later on and hopefully
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.  -AN .IMPORTANT WORD TO BEGIN WITH

1. IVho is Dr. Charles Ryrie?
!

2. What is this book about? (5)

3. Define the word "doctrine," (5)

4. What "important matter" does Ryrie begin with? (6) Why is it important?

5. State the evangelical Christian's basis of authority. (8)

•6. List seven areas in which God has revealed Himself, (8)

a.

b.

c.

d«

e.

f.

g*

7. What is the primary source of our knowledge of God's revelation? (8)

6. Does God mean for you to understand the Bible? (9)

Chapter 1 WHAT IS GOD LIKE?

9. What are the two lines of evidence used to demonstrate the existence of God? (11-155

a. b;




















